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Problem (2): For a fine filtration {M} of f, M1, Q= =S, and we have (Cech theory) H*(Q2) = limit {H*(M2) -L> H*(M2)}. Can one fnd an extension of this statement for the other Qua?
General conditions are known for the existence of fine filtrations. Axiom A and the no-cycle condition (there is no need to recall the definition here)
imply the existence of a fine filtration and this is a major step in the proof of the Q-stability theorem. For a general reference for this whole subject, see the survey [1] . Fine filtrations exist under more general conditions than Axiom A, and it is a subtle question as to whether their existence is a generic property. The answer turns out to be negative by a remarkable, yet unpublished example of S. Newhouse concerning a set of diffeomorphisms of the 2-sphere.
This example motivated us to define a fine sequence of filtrations. This is a sequence of filtrations, indexed by k = 1, 2, *.., {Mk}, a = 1, *, nk, such that (1) {M>} refines {M`1}, each k > 1, i.e., for each a, Mk -M,1 is contained in M~` -Mfi-_r' for some 8; and (2) nk>O Ak = Q, where Ak = U, Ak and Ak is defined for each k as before.
Then a fine filtration is a fine sequence, constant in k, and it can be shown that Newhouse's example has a fine sequence.
On the other hand, a fine sequence of filtrations gives an approximation of a fine filtration and is the best that can be hoped for in general by Newhouse's example. It isn't known if possession of a fine sequence is a generic property for Cr diffeomorphism.
We say that f in Diff (M) does not permit C0 Q-explosions if, given an open neighborhood U(Q(f)), there is a neighborhood N(f) in Diff (M), C0 topology such that Q(g) ci U(Q), any g in N(f). If f has a fine sequence of filtrations, then it doesn't permit C0 Q-explosions. This is seen as follows.
We are given a fine sequence for f and also U(Q). Choose k such that U(Q) D Ak D Q. Now, fix k. For each a, 1 < a < nk, we can find m, q > O such that Qtxc Sk C f_(M) -f _(Mk1)C U(Q). In fact, we may suppose the same m, q work for all a'. The last inclusion will be true for g in a sufficiently small C0 neighborhood of f for all a. This implies the assertion.
The main goal of this paper is to prove the converse, so: Remarks.
(1) The ordering of the filtration will be compatible with the relation > on the Wa,.
(2) One can find such an {Ma} (perhaps with a bigger indexing set) which refines any given filtration. 
It remains to prove that each Va is contained in U(Q).
The idea of the proof is to create an Q-explosion by taking x E Va -U(Q) and perturbing f by less than O( to make x a periodic point.
To this end, define a chain of a balls between y, z for any f e Diff (M)
to be a sequence U1, * * *, U, of convex open balls of diameter K (, y E U1, z E ?u, ui n QU +fQ , and for each i = 1, , n-1, there exists m > 0 such that fm(Ui) f ui+U1 LEMMA 3. Given a chain of (3-balls between y, z, there is a g e Diff (M), with the C0 distance between f, g less than (3, gA'(f1(y)) = f(z), some N > 0 and g = f outside U>-= Ui.
Postponing the proof of Lemma 3 for a moment, we see how it finishes the proof of Lemma 2 and hence of the theorem. For the proof, one uses disjoint arcs ai joining qi to pi, each i and applies a standard theorem from differential topology obtaining r whose support is in the disjoint cell neighborhoods of each arc ai.
We proceed to the proof of Lemma 3.
Let yi e fi(ui) n ui+?, i = 1, **,n-1, where ni > 0 is the smallest possible with nonempty intersection. Let zi = f-ni(yi) and wi E Ui, 1i > 0 be chosen such that fli(wi) E Ui. This is always possible since Us n Q # 0.
Now by changing f a little, if necessary, we may assume that the points f 1(y), y, z, f(z), yi, zi, and f6(wi), 0 < j _ li, are all distinct.
Our goal is to perturbf to g which maps y w1 -z---W2 Z2 * * * Zn-1 H under positive iterates.
For this purpose, we consider the pairs of points {(a, ,C)} = (yg, w1);
(fi(w,), fi(wi)) for 0 < j < 1i; (fli(wi), zi); (yi, wij?), (wi, z), and finally, 
